It is Fair Wear’s belief that member companies who are making a serious effort to implement t...
76-99%

The percentage of factories this member has publicly disclosed.

SOURCING COUNTRIES

25

Pakistan, Bangladesh, Viet Nam, Indonesia, China, Cambodia, Türkiye, India, Armenia, Bulgaria...

About LIEBESKIND BERLIN

LIEBESKIND BERLIN was created in 2003 in the capital of Germany. What started with one leather handbag and a vision, grew into an international fashion house focused on the knowledge of leather craftsmanship and devotion to detail. Creativity keeps LIEBESKIND BERLIN in motion and the original designs embody elegance with ease. LIEBESKIND BERLIN promotes a culture that provokes discovery and brave thinking. The powerful contrasts of Berlin are translated into the whole brand. All bags are designed in Friedrichshain overlooking the Spree. LIEBESKIND BERLIN currently is
available in 46 retail stores, three concessions, five franchises and ten outlets worldwide as well as online under liebeskind-berlin.com. LIEBESKIND Berlin - The Berlin bag brand Go to website

HQ COUNTRY CATEGORY

Germany Corporate/Workwear: Bags & Accessories
Fashion: Bags & Accessories
Ready to take action for a fairer garment industry?

JOIN THE MOVEMENT
together, we're making clothing *fair for everyone*

OUR IMPACT

ABOUT US

BRANDS

SUPPORT

How we deal with privacy